Lucky 7

Granite Bottle Cap Bingo
Ticket Form Number:
Manufacturer:

7481
Douglas Press Inc.

Price:

$0.50

Number of Tickets in Deal:

1520

Top Instant Prize:

$75.00

Payout:

$505.00

Profit:

$255.00

Percent Payback:

66.45%

Total Instant Winners:

172

Overall Odds of Winning:
Approval Date:

1:8.88
February 10, 2005

How to Play
"Bottle Cap Bingo" is an "Event" game, played in conjunction with a bingo game. The game contains
both instant winners and "hold" tickets. Instant winners consist of three matching symbols (Bottles,
Bottle Cap Openers, and Gold Coins) in a row. Take a closer look at the payout side of the ticket; the
bottle cap graphic is perforated.
Players pop the "cap" off and turn it over to find either a "Better Luck Next Time" lucky charm or a
"Hold" cap "B" in Red, "I" in Blue, "N" in Green, "G" in Gold, or "O" in Purple. As depicted on the
payout and flare, each "hold" letter has a set prize amount and appears a limited number of times in
the game. In form #7481, for example, the "B-Hold" cap is worth $300, and there is one in the set; "IHold" at $150 with 2 winners; "N-Hold" at $100 with 3 winners; "G-Hold" at $75 with 4 winners;
and "O-Hold" at $60 with 5 winners.
After all the tickets in the set have been sold out, the game operator announces the serial number for
the "Granite Bottle Cap Bingo" game in play. When someone gets a bingo, the letter for the last
number verified determines the "Granite Bottle Cap Bingo" winning "hold" letter. Accordingly, if the
last number verified is B-12, the person holding "B-Hold" cap wins $300.

INSTANT WINNERS

PAY
OUT

1 Winner @ $75.00

$75.00

Bottle+Bottle+Bottle

10 Winners @ $5.00

$50.00

Bottle Cap Openers+Bottle Cap Openers+Bottle Cap
Openers

160 Winners @ $0.50

$80.00

Gold (Coins)+Gold (Coins)+Gold (Coins)

WINNING COMBINATIONS

*OTHER BOTTLE CAP PAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

1 Winner "B-Hold" in Red wins $300....................................OR
2 Winners "I-Hold" in Blue wins $150...................................OR
3 Winners "N-Hold" in Green wins $100................................OR
4 Winners "G-Hold" in Gold wins $75....................................OR
5 Winners "O-Hold" in Purple wins $60

